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AQMA 

Measure 
No. 

 

 
Measure 

 
Progress to Date 

 
1 
 

Provision of outer distributor road for Boston Phase 1 of BDR near completion as part of Quadrant development – linking A16 with London Road 
B1397. Support and funding by Midlands Direct required for feasibility study in to whole scheme 
however not currently on their radar. DfT will not fund feasibility study directly. 

 
2 
 

Improved traffic flows – junction improvements During the development of the AQAP LCC Highways advised, they were undertaking 
modelling/feasibility studies on 9 locations in Boston with the view of improving traffic flows. In 
terms of these 9 highway improvements identified, 3 have been taken forward to feasibility and 
additional modelling has taken place on all the proposed schemes. The 6 schemes identified and 
subsequently not pursued were found to make no significant improvements in the traffic flows in 
the town and LCC have subsequently advised these will not be progressed. 
 
3 schemes moving forward to feasibility 

1. A16 Bargate Roundabout-re-designate to lane on to John Adams Way to increase capacity 
2. Lister Way – 2 lane between Sleaford Road and first roundabout 
3. Bank Street – extend current restriction on Wednesday & Saturday to daily 

 
6 schemes not currently being pursued 

1. 2 schemes -A16 John Adams Way-South Street – right turn previously banned. Junction 
priority, move pedestrian crossing back, traffic to filter as and when required 

2. Norfolk Street-Witham Place – no exit from Witham Place 
3. A16/A52 roundabout (Liquorpond Street) Extra lane at junction Liquorpond Street to Haven 

Bridge Road 
4. John Adams Way/Botolph Street – changes to light phasing 
5. A16/B1397 ATS roundabout – modification of lane to reduce queueing  

 
LCC advise that they are working on a right turn ban for Norfolk Place. Also road improvement works 
planned on link from Haven Bridge to Port of Boston. 
 
In addition, it was noted that during COVID restrictions McDonalds on re-opening altered traffic 
arrangements to queueing system on Queen Street retail park. They did not allow cars to turn right 
directly into the drive through and instead made them turn left and queue around the main car 
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park. Previously at peak times queues had back up into the traffic on Queen Street causing 
congestion and delays. This has not been occurring with the new arrangement.  
 
Requested information from LCC Highways if they have any powers to require this arrangement to 
be made permanent in light of traffic issues caused despite the site being privately owned. As no 
progress or response from LCC approached CM Restaurants Ltd operator of McDonalds at Boston 
directly. Operator to raise with owner of estate. Followed up at Boston Transport Strategy Group 
and Kyra Nettle, LCC Local Network Manager South, is to look into and contact site operator/owners 
with LCC support. 
 

 
3 
 

Investigate setting emission standards for taxis 
and anti-idling on taxi ranks 

Meeting with Licensing & Land Charges Manager, Fiona White, on 29th July & 30th September 2020.  
Existing taxi fleet fairly modern however agreement reached to modify taxi licensing policy. Fiona 
White to draft policy with assistance of ND and take through consultation and council committee 
procedure. Hope to have a policy in place early 2021,  

 
4 
 

Encourage the use of electric vehicles by 
providing public charging points 

Increasing the number of accessible charging points will clearly promote Boston as a place that is 
actively encouraging alternative vehicle technologies to improve its air quality and the wider 
environmental impact. Also by making, the town of Boston more accessible to electric vehicle 
owners there is an opportunity to make our shopping areas, parks and attractions a destination of 
choice. 
 
Electric charging has been installed in the following locations with funding from OLEV (Office of Low 
Emission Vehicles) 
 
Staniland Car Park: Two units allowing 4 vehicles to be charged simultaneously. 
Bargate Green Car Park: Two units allowing 4 vehicles to be charged simultaneously. 
Cattle Market Car Park: Two units allowing 4 vehicles to be charged simultaneously. 
West End Car Park: One unit allowing 2 vehicles to be charged simultaneously. 
Geoff Moulder Leisure Centre: One unit allowing 2 vehicles to be charged simultaneously. 
Municipal Buildings Car Park: One unit allowing 2 vehicles to be charged simultaneously and a 
further 5-wall charging points. 
 
Numerous charging points have be also provided/requested using planning conditions attached to 
commercial developments/businesses 

 

 Encourage electric charging points to be Air Quality statement or assessments now required as part of applications checklist for all planning 
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5 
 

installed in new build homes and commercial 
premises through the development process 

applications dealt with by Boston Borough Councils Development Control function. Environmental 
Health routinely requesting provision of electrical charging points on new residential/commercial 
developments where appropriate and conditions attached to consents for such provisions. List of 
such examples attached as appendix. 
 
Air quality draft guidance as part of South East Lincolnshire Local Plan offers information as to air 
quality mitigations required for all types of development including electric charging point provision 
and low NOx boiler for homes. 

 
6 
 

Into town bus service – increase 
patronage/service provision 

Contact made with Anita Ruffle at LCC requesting information on potential expansion of service 
routes, real-time information at bus stops and bus shelters on routes. No response to date. Local 
Transport Strategy Group advised due to COVID pandemic bus operators struggling to maintain 
existing routes. AR to update next group meeting in November. 

 
7 
 

Investigate the provision of cleaner buses for 
into town services (other bus services) 

Contact made with Anita Ruffle at LCC requesting information on this measure. No response to date. 
See above. 

 
8 
 

Request air quality assessments for proposed 
developments that are likely to have significant 

impact on local air quality 

Air quality draft guidance as part of South East Lincolnshire Local Plan based around national 
guidance. Environmental Health will and does request through planning such assessments. 
Environmental Health also regularly contacted by scheme developers over air quality where 
potential significant AQ impacts where pre-application discussion can look at developing scheme 
with in built mitigations.  

 
9 
 

Investigate reduced car parking charges for 
EV/Hybrid vehicles in LA car parks and priority 

parking for such vehicles 

As a result of COVID 19 all car parking charges were reduced to zero in council operated can parks to 
July 4th. Subsequently this has been extended as a result of the Strategic Alliance with ELDC. Whilst 
this may be seen as helpful in terms of supporting businesses in the town which may be operating 
under difficult trading conditions this may discourage the use of greener forms of transport. 
 
Central Government looking to bring in new green number plates for low emission vehicles that may 
make the introduction of a reduced cost scheme to these vehicles easier to implement when 
charging reapplied. 

 
10 

 

Promote cycling and walking as an alternative to 
cars 

Proposal made under the Towns Fund scheme by LCC Highways to improve cycling infrastructure 
and connectivity in the town. Unlikely to be perused as a standalone item in Town Funds bid but 
may be taken forward by LCC in any case under Boston Transport Strategy umbrella. 
 
The proposal includes the following: 

n Equality Act Access Audit to assess what improvements can be made for those who 
have difficulties travelling around the town centre. 
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Safety Improvements for people on foot and cycle 

where clusters of accidents involving pedestrians and cycle users have been recorded, such as the 
A52/West Street, Fydell Street/Norfolk Street and A52/A16 junctions. 

speeds and promote safety for people using cycles. 
Cycle facilities at destinations 

key destinations in the town centre, at schools and at public transport interchanges to facilitate 
cycle travel. 

educational institutions. 
Promotion of walking and cycling 

-out of Bikeability and associated initiatives to schools to 
encourage and facilitate more pupils to cycle to school. 

 
Cycle route infrastructure 

 on key routes into the town centre that address the issue of 
safety, which is a key barrier to increasing cycle use. Utilise best practice from the UK and Europe to 
develop innovative approaches within the constraints of the highway network. 

traffic free’ routes on waterways to improve connectivity between residential areas, 
the town centre and areas of employment, such as along the River Witham between St. Botolph’s 
footbridge and Carlton Rowing Club. 

by building new bridges/upgrading existing bridges 

Boston Woods path network, Black Sluice trail, Coastal footpath and the RSPB reserve. 
 shared cycleway/footways and consider alternatives, such as segregated facilities. 

connectivity for pedestrians and cycle users. 
edestrians and cycle users to assist way-finding. 

 
11 

 

Encourage use of low emission vehicles in the 
wider community 

The council promotes electric vehicles on its website with links to GO ULTRA LOW and OLEV grant 
schemes. This is not however prominent on the councils site and a dedicated page to this and other 
greener forms of transport needs to be pursued and made prominent. To discuss with senior 
management and IT.  
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See measure 4 – installation of charging points has occurred in six council owned car parks. 

 
12 

 

Implement standards for control of dust from 
and emissions from large construction sites 

Through the planning process, construction management plans are now routinely requested and as 
part of this plan issues such as controlling dust from construction and traffic are considered. 
Complaints regarding dust from such sites are very low however where these do occur they are 
investigated by planning enforcement or EH promptly to ensure good practice being employed. 
 
Environmental Health have developed guidance note to provide information to developer of key 
issues that require addressing in submitting construction management plans. Planning have agreed 
to publish on their webpages and direct developers to this advice. 

 

 
13 

 

Promote travel plans for new developments The South East Lincolnshire Local Plan 2011-2036 Policy 33 ‘Delivering a More Sustainable Transport 
Network’ is supported by planning validation checklists. Validation of major applications that would 
have significant transport implications will not be validated without a ‘Transport 
Statement/Assessment and Travel Plan’. The primary purpose of a Travel Plan is to identify 
opportunities for the effective promotion and delivery of sustainable transport initiatives e.g. 
walking, cycling and public transport to reduce reliance on the car. 
Major developments are site with 10+ dwellings/>1hectare or with a floor space of >1000m2 

 
14 

 

Liaise with Environment Agency in respect of 
industrial emissions from permitted sites to 

ensure AQMA considered when setting emission 
standards 

Environmental Health act as a statutory consultee on Part A(1) permit applications, MCPD 
applications and certain permitted waste operations made to the Environment Agency. 
Environmental Health continues to ensure AQMA’s considered and request stricter emission 
standards where appropriate. 

 
15 

 

Promote green waste services and discourage 
use of bonfires for disposal of waste at domestic 

and commercial sites 

Regular publicity around the brown bin waste collection – this year 11 846 signed up for garden 
waste collection. A large proportion of this waste may have previously have been burned on garden 
fires causing localised nuisance and contributing to poor air quality. 
Robust enforcement of complaints regarding burning and the promotion of other more appropriate 
routes of disposal. 

 
16 

 

Investigate the use of council procurement 
procedures as a tool to encourage greener 

transport services 

Council has small fleet of vehicles – replaced street sweeper, 7 refuse collection vehicle and tractor 
– all latest Euro 6 compliant 

 
17 

 

Provision of air quality information to public, 
schools to allow healthier choices 

Dedicated webpages to transport/AQ issues all in one prominent place could help fulfil at least part 
of this measures objective. To discuss with senior management and IT.  

 

 
18 

 

Work with operators to increase the use of rail 
freight/shipping and passenger services 

As part of Boston’s Town Fund bid East Midland rail has made a number of proposals relating to rail 
to other transport connectivity including – station enhancements, transport interchanged and rail to 
town centre cycle routes. 
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Port of Boston moving 225,000 tonnes year of freight out of port by train, which saves 18,000 lorry 
movements in a year ( 50 a day on average) 

 
19 

 

Workplace parking levy/Lift sharing schemes Sean Johnson of Public Health at LCC is interested in trying to set up a scheme with BBC although 
this has not progressed at this time due to COVID crisis and social distancing does not lend itself to 
car sharing. There exist already a national scheme liftshare.co.uk which could be publicised across all 
local authorities and beyond via councils websites – this links to measure 11 – dedicated webpages 
to transport/AQ issue. 

20 
 
 
 

Promote good fleet management, fuel efficiency 
and new technologies with local LGV/HGV 

business operators  
 

Promotion of Energy Saving Trust free guidance and assistance to fleet operators and ‘eco-driving’ 
Circular sent to local fleet operators in September 2020 – positive response by some larger 
operators who advised they will look to see what assistance energy savings trust can offer – Port of 
Boston, Kimes Transport. 

 


